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Chapter 1241

Hearing what the Old Lady said, Elaine was stunned, feeling very upset.

Someone really invested in the Willson family? Are they crazy?

Just the few broken fish and shrimps of the Willson family, how many can be on the
table?

Relying on them, it is strange that the Willson Group can do it!

Wouldn’t they have money to burn?

Thinking of this, Elaine immediately sneered and said: “You Old Lady, don’t be too
troublesome in front of me. As far as your family is, even if the Willson Group reopens, it
will definitely go bankrupt in a few days. What kind of stuff are in your family, just like
Harold, what can you do? He won’t burn the whole family out!”

Elaine’s words also touched the pain of the Old Mrs. Willson.

Although the Willson family now has Regnar’s investment, it does not mean that the
Willson family can sit back and relax in the future.

After all, Regnar’s money only helped the Willson family solve the survival problem, but
the Willson Group really needs to be led by capable people if it really wants to develop.

However, the family really didn’t have any talents.

Noah himself was mediocre, and Harold was a low-handed waste. He was very good at
eating inside and out. It really made him find a way to help the company make some
money. It was really difficult.



He has been in the Willson Group for several years. Basically, a business has not been
completed. It is just a waste of insufficient success and more failure.

As for Wendy, not to mention, after graduating from Pheasant University, she just
wandered around every day.

When she first fell in love with Gerald, in addition to spending money every day, after
breaking up with Gerald, she followed Fredmen and Barena. Not only did she have no
ability to run a business, but her own reputation was completely stinking. she can’t
count on it.

However, the Old Mrs. Willson herself is also getting older, and she can’t do many
things by herself, and she is also incapable of doing things. In this case, she feels more
and more that her granddaughter, Claire, whom she has never waited for, is actually the
best in the entire Willson family. The most capable one.

Therefore, although she is here to mock Elaine, she actually wants to use her crushing
advantage to make Elaine yield to herself again. Once Elaine yields to her again, she
will help her persuade Claire to return to the Willson family group.

If Claire is willing to come back, she will definitely give her a position of director, so that
she will lead the Group to come back to life and create greater glories.

Old Mrs. Willson also learned about Claire’s current situation before. Although her
studio is not large, she has a lot of orders.

The Emgrand Group gave her many design orders, and the Song family, the White
family, and the Qin family also gave her many orders.

Claire is slowly working on these orders now. If she can be allowed to return to the
Willson Group, won’t she be able to bring them back too?

Thinking of this, the Old Mrs. Willson resisted her anger and said to Elaine: “Elaine, we
mother-in-law and daughter-in-law, we don’t have any deep hatred, why should you bite
on us? In my opinion, we might as well let go of our prejudices. Cooperation, what do
you say?”



Elaine said annoyedly: “Dead old woman, you don’t give me ecstasy here, we don’t
have deep hatred? You forgot how my leg was broken by you? You old thing wait for
me, sooner or later I want to break both of your legs!”

Old Mrs. Willson pointed to the newly bought Bentley Continental and said seriously:
“Elaine, as long as your family is willing to come back, I will buy your family a Bentley
exactly the same. What do you think?”

Chapter 1242

In the eyes of Mrs. Willson, Elaine loves vanity the most, and also loves taking
advantage. If she really matches their home with a Bentley, she will definitely try to
persuade Claire.

However, the Old Lady counts everything, but ignores another characteristic of Elaine’s
humanity, that is: holding grudges!

Although Elaine loves to take advantage of her, she herself is extremely vengeful.

Before that, she had been persuading Claire to return to the Willson family Group
because she had no grudges with the Old Lady, it was nothing more than a bit of
awkwardness between the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law.

In front of money, a little awkwardness will naturally not have any effect on Elaine.

However, things are different now!

Elaine has a deep hatred for Mrs. Willson in her heart!

Back in the detention center, she took Gena to torture Elaine to death. Not only did she
torture her in an unethical manner, she even broke her leg when she finally left. Elaine
hated the Old Lady early in her heart.

Therefore, even if the Old Lady really paired her with a Bentley, she couldn’t dilute her
hatred for the Old Lady.

What’s more, Elaine is now savvy. She knows that the person she can’t offend is her
son-in-law Charlie. Otherwise, she might be driven out of this luxurious villa by him.



Now her husband wants to divorce her, and her daughter can’t help her. Of course she
can’t offend Charlie. Otherwise, if she really angers Charlie and gets kicked out of the
house, wouldn’t she has to wander on the street?

What’s more, Elaine knows how cruel this dead old woman’s heart is, and Elaine knows
better than anyone, if she is fooled by her, she might be deceived in the future.

Therefore, she has decided not to be fooled by the Old Lady again.

So, she raised her eyebrows and said mockingly: “The old thing, you have said that you
have a broken Bentley, even one-tenth of son-in-law’s car can’t be compared, how can I
look at this kind of garbage? Just your family It’s shameless to think of this sh!t as a
treasure if you haven’t seen anything in the world, and lick your face to my door!”

Harold blurted out: “Elaine, you don’t know how to raise your head here. Grandma gives
you a chance to lower your head and admit your mistakes. If you don’t take it well,
you’re still bragging? If you miss this opportunity, you won’t even cry later! “

Elaine smiled and said: “You don’t know who produced the small wild species, and said
that I am bragging? Wait, I will show you what a real luxury car is now!”

After speaking, Elaine immediately took out the remote control key of the main door and
pressed the open button.

In order to facilitate the owner’s self-driving in and out of the villas of Tomson, the villas
are equipped with remote electric gates, so that the owners can directly use the key to
remotely switch the gates and operate the gates without getting off the car.

As soon as Elaine pressed the key, the opposite door began to open slowly, and the two
top supercars directly facing the door were exposed.

At this moment, Charlie was sitting in that Aston Martin, and he had just explained to
Claire the operation process of this supercar in detail, and was about to take her out for
a lap.

So, he pressed the red button to start the engine, and immediately after that, the
7.3-liter v12 engine exploded like 12 wildly roaring beasts.



Old Mrs. Willson and the other Willson family members were all startled by the loud
noise that suddenly came out of the yard.

When everyone looked intently, they saw that a supercar with a fierce face like a beast
had been launched, slowly approaching the open door!
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Charlie wanted to take his wife out for a stroll, but he didn’t expect that he really wanted
to use the key to open the door remotely, and the door opened by itself.

He didn’t know that this was Elaine’s contribution, and he was wondering when he saw
a black car parked at the door, and there was an Old Lady standing beside the car.

A closer look revealed that the Old Lady turned out to be Claire’s grandmother!

Claire was also very surprised, not understanding why grandma was at her door.

Charlie could see that there was a car next to the Old Lady, a Bentley Continental.

He couldn’t help being surprised, how could the Willson family have money to buy a
Bentley? Is it from Regnar? This grandson is really willing to work hard to disgust him.

At this time, Harold, who was sitting in the car, saw an Aston Martin driving out of the
courtyard of Charlie’s villa, and he was shocked to speak!

A few seconds later, Harold said with an unhappy expression: “d*mn, Charlie, the
b@stard, can actually drive an Aston Martin. How can this car cost three or four million?
It’s not worse than our Bentley.”

When Wendy was with Gerald, the young master of the White family, she often heard
Gerald talk about various super sports cars, so she recognized this car as the famous
Aston Martin one77 at a glance!

So she hurriedly said: “Brother, this Aston Martin is not an ordinary Aston Martin, this is
Aston Martin’s most expensive one77, and it costs tens of millions!”



“What is it?!” Harold blurted out subconsciously as if he was struck by lightning, “You
said this car is an Aston Martin one77?”

Wendy nodded.

Most people can only recognize the distinctive shark face when looking at Aston Martin,
but there are specific differences between each Aston Martin, and most people cannot
see it from the front face of the car.

Unlike Mercedes-Benz, the cheapest Mercedes-Benz is only more than 200,000, but
the most expensive Mercedes-Benz needs to be several million or even higher. But
looking at the front face of Mercedes-Benz, it is difficult for anyone to see this car at a
glance. What model is it.

Wendy doesn’t know much about cars, but she has passively accepted some
knowledge about super sports cars.

After all, she has been with Gerald for several years. The second young master of the
rich family likes to study sports cars as his favorite hobby, so Wendy can be said to be
more proficient in sports cars.

When Harold heard that this Aston Martin one77 was worth tens of millions, he felt sore
and hated.

d*mn, he thought that by buying a Bentley Continental, I would be able to take a good
look at Charlie’s family, but he didn’t expect Charlie to come out with a sports car worth
tens of millions…

At this time, Harold saw a sports car parked in the yard. He recognized the sports car
brand that all boys dream of, exclaimed, and blurted out: “f*ck! Isn’t the one next to it is
a Bugatti, a Bugatti?! Bugatti at least more than 20 million, right?”

Wendy took a look and said with a complicated expression: “Brother, that car is a limited
edition co-produced by Bugatti and Hermes, and the price is more than 50 million.”

“f*ck!”
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Harold only felt as if he had suffered heavy blows one after another.

He was stunned and said, “How did Charlie get such an expensive car, that smelly rug?
And even if it is one, he actually has two!”

Noah’s face was also ugly: “It’s probably that Charlie fcked out to cheat people again! I
don’t understand. Did Aurous Hill’s rich guys fck their brains and let the donkey kick it?
How come they all believe so. Charlie, this smelly rag?!”

Harold was also very uncomfortable, and said angrily: “I want to know too! d*mn, I’ve
been waiting for Charlie this b@stard to thunder, but he is still alive now.”

Wendy’s eyes were red, and she said aggrieved: “If it weren’t for Charlie, Gerald and I
would have been married, our family would not have been so miserable, and my mother
would not have been sent to the black coal kiln to suffer so many crimes.”

? Noah said angrily: “Don’t mention that b*tch woman!”

At this moment, the Old Mrs. Willson saw Charlie and Claire driving a weird-looking car
to the front, and she stepped to the side of the cab, looked at Charlie in the car, and
said arrogantly: What kind of awesome car did your family buy? It’s just such a ragged
thing. How does it look different from a Ford Mondeo? The captain of the Willson
Group’s security team used to drive this car, isn’t it only 200,000?”

Because Aston Martin was acquired by the Ford Group, the Mondeo launched by the
Ford Group in recent years has applied the most classic shark face of Aston Martin
models.

So Ford Mondeo is also called Aston Mondeo.

And the sales of Ford Mondeo are pretty good, you can see it everywhere on the street.

But Aston Martin is a top sports car brand, in fact, the exposure to the people is very
low, so over time, most people are more familiar with the Ford Mondeo car, and even
appear like Mrs. Willson, who mistakenly put Aspen Martin, recognizes Mondeo’s
situation.



Charlie heard her say this, and didn’t bother to be familiar with her, so he said to her:
“Don’t care whether my car is 200,000 or 100,000. You are blocking the door of my
house now. Move the car quickly I want to get out. “

Elaine on the terrace upstairs looked at Mrs. Willson, sneered and said: “You old thing is
really not long-eyed, what kind of Ford Mondeo is this, it’s called Aston Martin, and you
don’t even know this. A face comes out to show off.”

Old Mrs. Willson looked up at Elaine and yelled, “Ah your mother, Ding, I have been
here in heavy winds and waves for so many years. What good car I have never seen? I
don’t believe that such a small car can be more expensive than my Bentley! “

Although Harold usually likes to pretend to be coerced the most, but at this time he also
knows that not only does it make no sense to pretend to be coerced in this way, it is
self-defeating.

So he hurriedly pushed the door and got out of the car, helped the Old Lady, and
whispered in her ear: “Grandma, let’s go home quickly.”

“Go home? What home?” The Old Mrs. Willson coldly snorted, “Today is a good day for
the rebirth of our Willson family, and a big day for the re-emergence of our Willson
Group. I want this family to see clearly, don’t feel that we live now. After a Tomson
first-class villa, I am an adult. Compared to us, they are still far behind! Our family now
runs a Bentley, how about them? Even a BMW they can’t afford to open such a small
one. There’s a car, and there are only two seats, what is enough for?”

Harold was embarrassed and said: “Grandma, his car is much more expensive than
ours! This is a super sports car, worth tens of millions!”

“What?” Old Mrs. Willson shivered all over, and blurted out: “It’s just such a small thing,
tens of millions? Is it made of gold?”

Harold’s face was hot, and while pulling her into the car, he said in a low voice, “Not
only is this one he drove for tens of millions, but the one parked in the yard is also tens
of millions. The cars add up to almost 100 million.”
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When Mrs. Willson heard that the two cars together estimated to exceed 100 million,
her body shuddered.

Two cars add up to more than 100 million. What the h*ll is this concept? These two cars
are almost worthy of a Tomson first-class villa.

It took only RMB 3 million for a car of her own, and she already felt it was incredible.
According to this, Charlie’s car had more than 30 cars.

The Old Lady feels uncomfortable.

She thought she was here to humiliate others, but she didn’t expect it to be
self-humiliating.

The point is that someone really spends so much money on such an expensive car, isn’t
it?

A car made of pure gold is only at this price, right?

Old Mrs. Willson was indignant, and Harold, who was on the side, was afraid that she
would be boring again, and quickly helped her to walk back to the Bentley.

Elaine stood on the terrace with a sneer and said: “Oh, Old woman, why are you not
arrogant? Why are you so frustrated? It’s not you who sits on a Bentley and sneer?”

Old Mrs. Willson turned her back to Elaine, feeling like a man on her back.

She didn’t need to look back to know how much ridicule and contempt Elaine would
have when looking at her eyes now.

This is really my own initiative to stretch my face to others and let others beat me.

If I knew this was the case, I must have avoided their home far away.

Why am I you here to touch this mold?

Moreover, for no apparent reason, the sl*t Elaine broke a basin of cold water.



I was thinking about going home and changing my clothes, but suddenly a basin of cold
water was poured down.

This basin of water not only poured the Old Mrs. Willson very heartily, but also poured
Harold into embarrassment.

To talk to the usual, Harold would definitely scold the other person, but this time, he
really had no face to yell at Elaine.

Afterwards, he got into the car in a panic, and drove away.

The Old Mrs. Willson sat in the car and scolded her with anger.

Noah in the co-pilot was also depressed, and said, “This Elaine is really disgusting. She
always runs me over with Horiyah’s thing. After today, don’t know how she will change
her law in the future. Running on us!”

Old Mrs. Willson was also very upset. Originally, Regnar gave them the task to make
Charlie sick and uncomfortable, but she didn’t expect that she would be run and
calculated by Charlie’s family ever since they moved into Tomson villa. , Especially the
last time she made dumplings with daffodils and almost lost half of life in it.

Wendy on the side couldn’t help sighing: “Grandma, if we always can’t get a bargain in
front of the Charlie family, will Mr. Wu lose confidence in us and drive us out?”

“Yes, grandma!” Harold also said hurriedly: “This villa is not ours. Moreover, Regnar
invested the money of in our business. It is also conditional. He can ask us to return the
money at any time. If we can’t afford him, he will file a lawsuit and seal us up at that
time, we will still go bankrupt, or we will have nothing.”

Mrs. Willson nodded very seriously.

She knew that her grandchildren were right. If she was unable to help Regnar’s worries
for a long time, then Regnar might give up on them.

Thinking of this, she gritted her teeth and said: “We still have to find a way to quickly
frustrate Charlie’s spirit.”



Noah asked, “Mom, do you have any good ideas?”


